What Participants are saying...

“We are all working for the public good, whether that is through education, public policy, social service … to create a world where individuals have lives that are imbued with dignity, purpose, and hope … given our new knowledge and experience at USD, the possibilities of what we can accomplish collectively are infinite.”

— Catherine K., Nonprofit Management Certificate 2013

“The instructors in the program … are notable practitioners from the nonprofit industry that share a great breadth and depth of knowledge about the industry. Students will walk away with practical skills that they can put to work right away.”

— Jodi Waterhouse, Director of Corporate and Professional Programs, USD, Division of Professional and Continuing Education

What Participants liked best...

- Elizabeth is an empowering educator that inspires students to take action
- The class was absolutely amazing – great discussions! Never experienced this in any class before!
- It was nice to get a general understanding of how to read some of the financial statements of a nonprofit.